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ABSTRACT 
This paper attempts to put the notion of “network decomposition into multiports” 
in electrical network theory on a rigorous mathematical footing. This is done by first 
defining the notion of decomposition for vector spaces. The given vector space V, 
defined on S, is expressed as (63 V& +V,)XS, where V,,, are defined on Ai U Pi 
with UA, = S, and VP is defined on UP,. The following questions are examined: When 
can given V,O,,z be coupled to make up a specified ys? When is the decomposition 
minimal (i.e., when is IP( minimum, Ai being specified), and what are its characteris- 
tic properties? How to build a minimal decomposition? Can a minimal decomposition 
be built preserving certain matroid properties going from the original to the decom- 
position (such as decomposing a graph into graphs)? Can one recover the matroid of 
the original vector space, knowing the matroids of the decomposition? It is shown that 
operations on the original vector space such as contraction, restriction, and dualization 
can be performed indirectly by using the same operation on the decomposition. 
Finally, applications (which in fact gave rise to the theory) to network analysis are 
described. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The results reported in this paper have arisen out of an attempt to put the 
notion of “ network decomposition into multiports” in electrical network 
theory on a rigorous mathematical footing. Figure 1 illustrates an intuitive 
version of this idea. In order to “solve” (i.e. find all currents and voltages in 
the branches of) the network shown in Figure l(a), we split it into two 
“multiports” by the addition of virtual edges (“ports”) at the boundary 
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FIG. 1. 
between the two parts. (Here a multiport is simply a network for which 
certain edges are specified as “port” edges and have no Ohm’s law con- 
straints on the voltage or current associated with them.) We now solve the 
two multiports simultaneously under the boundary conditions 
01= 03, v&? = 04, i,= -i,, i,= -i,. 
This is equivalent to the solution of the original network. 
Some natural questions arise. Firstly: is the procedure outlined in the 
previous paragraph valid only for special types of networks (such as linear 
networks or, say, networks with a unique solution)? It is possible to show that 
this procedure is essentially a way of rewriting the Kirchhoff current and 
voltage equations (flow and tension equations) associated with a network, 
using some extra variables corresponding to the voltages and currents associ- 
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ated with the “virtual edges”. The port matching conditions are conveniently 
stated in terms of the flow and tension equations associated with a new graph, 
which we can call as the “port connection diagram” [Figure l(c)] [l]. It is 
therefore valid for any network, whether linear or nonlinear, with unique 
solution or otherwise. Secondly: What is the least number of auxiliary 
variables needed, and how to construct the corresponding decomposition? 
Such problems are settled in this paper, in a routine way, by the development 
of the notion of an n-decomposition of a vector space and its properties. This 
slight abstraction puts things in the proper perspective. For instance, when 
we decompose the graph into multiport graphs and the port connection 
diagram, we are simultaneously decomposing both the coboundary and the 
cycle space of the graph. But when we view decomposition in the more 
abstract setting, we find that when we decompose any vector space at all, we 
are automatically also decomposing its orthogonal complement (which we call 
its dual, after Tutte [2]). One might say therefore that the dualization 
operation on the original vector space is reflected as the dualization oper- 
ations on the component vector spaces (corresponding to multiports) and the 
coupler space (corresponding to the port connection diagram). The same 
turns out to be true also of other operations such as contraction and 
restriction. These notions can be extended to include binary matroids and 
therefore graphs. 
In this paper, Section 2 is on preliminary definitions of vector spaces and 
matroids. We apply results of Tutte about some operations on vector spaces 
and their relationships to matroids. See Welsh [6], e.g., for a general reference 
on matroid theory, and Iri [7] for an overview of its application to electrical 
networks. 
Section 3 is on decomposition of vector spaces. Here the basic properties 
of such decompositions are outlined. 
Section 4 is on minimal decomposition. Here we give efficient algorithms 
for constructing decompositions for which the underlying set of the coupler 
space has the minimum cardinality. 
Section 5 is on decompositions of representable matroids. Here we show 
how to construct decompositions of special types, such as where the matroids 
associated with the component space are of a particular class. 
Section 6 deals with algorithms for the construction of two special types of 
minimal decomposition. 
In Section 7 we show that, in general, it is not possible to reconstruct the 
matroid of the original vector space knowing only the matroids of the 
component spaces and the coupler. However, for binary matroids we show 
that this is indeed possible. 
Section 8 deals with the notion of decomposition of an electrical network 
into multiports, which really initiated this work. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
We deal with finite sets throughout. We write T c S and T c S, respec- 
tively, to denote “T is a subset of S ” and “T is a proper subset of S.” JSJ 
denotes the cardinality of S. A function f : S -+ IF is said to be a vector on S 
over the field IF. The support s(f) of f is the set on which f takes nonzero 
values. If T is a set, fT denotes a vector on T. We define the restriction of a 
vector f on S to a subset T of S in the usual way and denote it by f/T. Scalar 
multiplication and addition of two vectors on the same set are defined in the 
usual way. However, we permit addition of two vectors on different sets as 
follows: Let f be on S, g on T. Then f f g is defined on S U T and agrees with 
f on S - T, with g on T - S, and on S n T with the usual sum of vectors on 
the same set. We will use the same symbol for the extended notion of 
addition. The X notation will be used for the extended notion of addition. A 
collection of vectors on S closed under addition and scalar multiplication is 
called a vector space on S. ys will denote a vector space on S. independence 
and rank of a collection of vectors on S are defined in the usual way. The 
rank of a collection of vectors P is denoted by r(P). If Y is a subspace of a 
vector space V’s and r(V) = r(V’Is) - 1, we say that V is a hyperplane of 
$‘t\. The spcln of a collection of vectors P is the vector space of least rank 
containing P, and is denoted by span(P). We define VI, + Vr in the obvious 
way as the collection of all sums of vectors one in V,, and the other in Vr. 
Thus V,, + V,. is on P u T. Vl - VI2 refers to the set theoretic difference of 
)lr, and VT. 
If g,f are on S, then (g,f) = Z,,sg(e).f(e). 
If (g, f) = 0, we say g,f are orthogonal to each other. V* is the vector 
space of all vectors orthogonal to all vectors in 9’“. We call it the dual of V. 
Let T E S, and let Y be on S. Then 
y x T e {g,.:g, = f/T, f E +‘-> 
andf(e)=O, eES-Tj. 
V.T is the collection of all restrictions of vectors of %‘- to T. When 
RcTcS, 
VxT.R=(YxT).R 
and 
V.TxR=(+T)xR. 
Such spaces are referred to as minors of -Y. 
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The generator matrix R, of a vector space Y is a matrix whose row 
vectors form a maximal linearly independent set of vectors of Y (basis of V). 
We say R, generates V. 
Sections 5, 6, 7 use elementary notions from matroid theory. We follow 
Tutte, except that for us M( V ) denotes the matroid whose dependent sets are 
sets containing nonempty supports of vectors in V* rather than in V. We 
assume familiarity with the terms mutroid, base of a matroid, circuit of a 
matroid, dual of a matroid, and rank (cardinality of a base) of a matroid. For 
a matroid M, the dual is denoted by M * and rank by r(M). A bond of a 
matroid M is a circuit of M *. 
Associated with a vector space Y on S is a matroid M( V ) which is 
defined as follows: Let R y generate Y. The matroid M(Y) on S has a 
subset T of S independent iff the corresponding columns R, are linearly 
independent. This matroid can be seen to be independent of the choice of the 
generator matrix. 
A standard representative matrix of a vector space Y with respect to a 
base b of M(Y) is a matrix whose row vectors gi have the following 
properties: g i( e) # 0 for exactly one e E b, at this element gi(e) = 1, and no 
two distinct row vectors take nonzero values at the same e E b. Clearly such 
matrices exist with respect to each base b of M(V). 
A representative matrix for a matroid M, over the field IF is a representa- 
tive matrix of a vector space Y such that M(V) = M,. A matroid is said to be 
representable over IF if it has a representative matrix with entries from IF. 
Matroids representable over GF(2) are called binary matroids. Let M be a 
matroid on S, and let T 2 S. Then M.T (M X T) is the matroid on T whose 
bases are maximal (minimal) intersections of bases of M with T. Let R c T c S. 
Then M X T.R =(M X T).R. The matroids M.T, M XT are referred to 
respectively as the restriction and contraction of M to T while M X T-R is 
referred to as a minor of M to R. The dual of the matroid M is the matroid 
on S whose bases are complements of bases of M. It is denoted by M *. Let G 
be an oriented graph on the set of edges S. Let T c S. Then G. T is the graph 
obtained by deleting the edges in S - T and any isolated vertices formed. 
G X T is the graph obtained by fusing the end vertices of each edge in S - T 
and deleting it. A coboundary of G is a vector on S that satisfies the 
Kirchhoff current (flow) equations of G. A cycle of G is a vector on S that 
satisfies the Kirchhoff voltage (tension) equations of G. Y&,tJG) [ YJ$,( G)] 
denotes the vector space of coboundaries [cycles] of G. 
The matroid associated with c,,,(G) [9’&(G)] is said to be the polygon 
mutroid [bond matroid] of G and is denoted by P(G) [B(G)]. A matroid is 
said to be graphic [cographic] if it can be the polygon matroid (bond 
matroid) of a graph. 
We now present without proof elementary results from matroid theory. 
They may be found in Tutte [2]. 
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Let Y be a vector space on S. 
Pl. YXQ.T=Y.[S-(Q-T)]XT, TcQcS. 
P2. (Y-T)* = Y-* x T. 
P3. (v*)* = Y-. 
P4. r(Y)+ T(Y*) = IS]. 
P5. r(Y.T)+r(^yx(S-T))=r(Y), TcS. 
P6. r(V.T)-r(YxT)=r(V.(S-T))-r(Yx(S-T)). 
P7. M(~XP)=M(~)XP. 
P8. M(Y*P)= M(Y)*P. 
P9. M(Y*)=(M(Y))*. 
PlO. Let P cS. P contains a bond of M(Y) iff r(Y x I’)# 0. P 
contains a circuit of M(Y) iff r(Y. P) < IPI. 
Pll. Let M be a matroid on S. Let S be partitioned into P, Q. If b, is a 
base of M X P, b. a base of Ma Q, then b, U b, is a base of M. Further, if b 
is a base of M such that b n P = b, (b n Q = bo), then b - b, (b - bo) is a 
base of M-Q (M x P). 
Let G be a graph on S. 
Pl2. [%,,,(G>l* = %$3 
P13. <JG x T) = V&,(G)x T. 
P14. Y’&(G x T) = Y&(G).T. 
P15. <,,(G.T)= 9&(G).T. 
P16. V&,(G.T)= V&(G)xT. 
3. DECOMPOSITION OF VECTOR SPACES 
We derive basic properties of decompositions of vector spaces in this 
section. Theorem 3.1 describes the conditions under which a collection of 
vector spaces can become component spaces of a given vector space. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let V be a vector space on S. Let P be a set disjoint 
fim s. Let t.‘i>i=l,Z,...,n be a partition of P. Let { Ai}i=l,B ,,,,, n be a 
partition of S. Let YAO, (i = 1,2,. . . , n) be vector spaces on A i U P,. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(I) There exists a vector space VP on P such that 
( 5 + i: %,P, i xs=Y”. i=l 
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(II) We have 
Y& x Ai c f- x Ai (i=1,2 )...) 4. 
We state a simple lemma without proof. This will be useful in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. The following are equivalent: 
(I) (V-p +x;=lV&ps = Y. 
(II) mere exist vectors f, E VP such that 
f*, + f,/Pi E Yi,P, (i=1,2,...,n) 
iff 
i: f,, E Y”. 
i=l 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. 
(a) (I) - (II). Suppose (VP + Zy= lYA,P,) x S = Y. Let Cl= ,f,, E V. By 
Lemma 3.1 above there exists a vector f, E VP such that 
f*a +fP/pi E %,P, (i=1,2,...,n) 
Hence 
Thus 
fAi E v* p.Ai I I (i=1,2 ,..., n). 
vAjp,*Ai 3 v*Ai (i=1,2 ,..., n). 
Next let 
f,.E%.p xAi. , , I 
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Choose 
f,, = 0, i f j, 
f, =o (i=1,2 )...) 4. 
Clearly the vectors f,, +f, E TArPi (i = 1,2,. . . , n), and 
So Cr=,f,, E V”. But f,, = 0, i # j. Hence fAj E Y x Aj. 
(b) (II) = (I). Suppose 
V&, x Ai c V- x Ai (i = 1,2 ,..., n). 
Define 
g:g = 2 g,, such that 
i=l 
fori=1,2,..., n there exist gAr with 
k g,, E +,- and g,, +gf’, = %,P, * 
i=l 
It is easy to see that VP is a vector space. We will now show that 
VP + ? c,Pi xS=Y. 
i=l 
Let 
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Let f,, denote f/Ai. Then there exist vectors f p, such that 
f* +fP E % P , I I I (i=1,2,...,n) 
and 
By the definition of VP it follows that there exist vectors g,$ (i = 1,2,. . . , n) 
such that 
gA, +f, E %,P, 
and 
it gA, E Iv- 
i=l 
Hence 
fA, - gA, E c8f’, ’ Ai (i=1,2 )...) n), 
be., 
f,,-gArEYxAi (i=1,2,...,4, 
sinceV~A~~-tT,, I I x Ai. It follows therefore that 
igl PA, - g‘4, > E v”. 
Hence 
Hence 
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i.e., 
Next let f E V. Denote f/A, by f,,. There exist vectors 
f, l tf, EV&, I I (i=1,2 ,..., 4, 
since V.Ai c V’&;Ai (i=1,2,..., n). By the definition of ^tTP it follows 
that 
Hence f E ( Vp + Ey= lVAip,) X S. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Y be a vector space on S. Let P be a set disjoint 
from S. Let {AiIi=r,s,...,n be a partition of S, and let {Pi},,r,s ,,,,, n be a 
partition of P. 
We say that 
{ ^ tTpxi,Pp***Yi”P” ) is an n-decomposition of Y 
with respect to the partition { Ai }, iff 
Alternatively we say that VP couples { Y&, }i= r,s,, ,, , n to Y. VA,r, are 
referred to as component spaces of the decomposition, and VP is referred to 
as the coupler of the decomposition. (Where it is clear from the context, we 
will use “decomposition” in place of “n-decomposition.“) 
Decompositions have the useful property that the operations of dualiza- 
tion and of constructing minors of the original vector space are accurately 
reflected by similar operations on them. The next few theorems are formal 
statements of this property. We begin with a pair of useful lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let VP couple {VA,p,}i=1,2 ,,,,, ,, to V. Let f,EVr such 
that for some j, f,/Pi 4 VAipi, Pi. Then there exists a hyperplme ep of VP 
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Proof Let 
%;= {g,:g,E VP and 
gp/PiEy-_-,pz*Pi,i=1,2 >...> n}. 
It is clear that 4Yi is a vector space and that f, P @k. Choose @, as a 
hyperplane that contains 4?!; but does not have f, as a member. 
(b) is obvious from the definition of ‘8; and by the use of Lemma 3.1. 
(c): Since ‘4Yp c Y&, it follows that @g 2 VG. Hence 
We will now prove the reverse inequality. Let 
Then there exists a vector g, E %‘p* such that 
gP/P, + UAi E %TPt) i=1,2 ,..., 71. 
Suppose g, is not orthogonal to f, E VP. We will show that there exists a 
vector g’p E +‘-: such that 
g’P /pi + g/A i E vrp, t i = 1,2 ,...,n. 
Consider (@r. Pj + VAipi. j 
+V- 
P )*. This space properly contains the space (Yr. Pj 
A,Pj.Pj)*. By P2 and P3, this means that (49: x Pj)n(YA;pi X Pj) prop- 
erly contains the space (Y: X Pj)n(~A:p, x Pi). Let g;, belong to the former 
space but not to the latter. Clearly 
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Let g; be the vector belonging to 4Y’p* such that 
gT/Pj=g;j j# i, and g$/P,=O. 
Clearly g’i is not orthogonal to f,. 
Now choose X such that 
+gkfP> = (gp,fp). 
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Let g’p = g, - Ag:. Clearly g’p is orthogonal 
Also 
glp/‘i + dAi E ?Z*TP, 7 
to f, and hence belongs to Vc. 
i=1,2 n. ,...> 
n 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2 is the following: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let VP COuPk { Y&J, >i= 1,2,. , n t0 V-. Let 
ap= {gp:gpE”Irp,gp/PiE~*,P,.Pi, i=1,2 ,..., n}. 
an @‘P Couples {Y4,P,}i=1,2 ,,.,, n t0 V-Y ad 
i 
G+ + 5 ^tIP, 
i ( 
xs= q+ 5 Y”*Tp, xs. 
i=l i=l 1 
THEOREM 3.2. { ^yp, ^ trA,p,, . . . , V&, } is an n-decomposition of Y iff 
{ ^v;, %:P,, . . . > c$” > is an n-decomposition of V*. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 we need prove only for the case where 
_vb”i c V*,p,*pi> i=1,2 ,..., 12. 
Also, since by P3 (V*)* = V for any vector space V, we need only prove 
that if 
6 + I? Y4,P, 
1 
xs=Y-, 
i=l 
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then 
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! T + Ii “YATP, i xs=v-*. i=l 
Let 
Then there exists a vector g, E %‘-: such that 
gP/pi +fdAi E C:P,T i=1,2 n. ,.‘V 
Consider any vector f E V. Then there exists a vector f, E VP such that 
'P/'i +f/Ai E Y4,P,~ i=1,2 ,..., n. 
Now since f,,g, are orthogonal and gp/Pi +g/Ai,f,/Pi +f/Ai are oflhogo- 
nal, it follows that f,g must be orthogonal. Hence g E V*. 
NextletgEV*.Theng/AiEY**Ai, i=1,2 ,..., n.But 
V*.Ai = (9’” x Ai)* c (V&, x Ai)* = 9&.Ai 
by Theorem 3.1 and P2, P3. Hence 
dAi E Ti~P,‘Ai~ i=1,2 12. >...> 
Hence there exist g,, such that 
g/A, + gpa E %TP,) i=1,2 72. ,..., 
Let g, on P be such that 
?zP = i g,; 
i=l 
We will show that g, E V’-;. 
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Let f, E VP. Then by assumption 
‘P/‘i E V* r.pi> i=1,2 n. I I ,...> 
Hence there exist vectors f,#, i = 1,2,. . . , n, such that 
fAt +fP/Pi E Yi P ) I I i = 1,2 ,..., n, 
and f E Y, where f = CEV=f, . Now f,g are orthogonal and g/A, + g,$, 
f,* +f, are orthogonal (i = 1,2 ,..., n). It follows that f,,g, are orthogonal. 
Henceg,E~~.ThusgE(~~+~:r=,~*~,,)XS. n 
Further applications and alternative proofs of Theorem 3.2 may be found 
in PI, PI. 
DEFINITION 3.2. We will refer to the decompositions 
as dual to each other. If 
we write 9* for { -vb*, 7?*ATP,,. .  , ?!(A*p }. n ” 
THEOREM 3.3. Let { VP, VA,p,, . . . , VAnpn } be an n-decomposition of V 
on S. Let Q c S. Let Qi = Q n Ai. Define 
“yo,~, E %,P, X (Qi ” Pi), i = 1,2 ,...,n. 
Then { ~py~Qlpl,..., V&” } is an n-decomposition of V x Q. 
Proof. Let g E Y x Q. Then there exists g’ E V” such that g’/Q = g, 
and g’(e) = 0, e E S - Q. Since { VP, VA,r,, . . . , FAnpn } is an n-decomposition 
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of Y, it follows that there exist ga ,g, such that 
I I 
!A8 + g,, E T-4,&) i=1,2 12, ,..., 
and 
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Clearly 
so 
i.e., 
Thus 
i=l ’ 
g’,$(e) = 0, 
gA,/Qi +gPr E ~Q,P,> 
g/Q, +gp, E vQn~zt 
g+-P+q*P,+. 
eEQi. 
i=1,2 12, >*a.> 
i=1,2 n. ,..*> 
. . + vQnpn)xQ. 
Next, suppose g belongs to the latter space. Then there exist vectors 
g oz, g p, such that 
and 
80, +tgP, E ^ybtPe 3 i=1,2 n, 2.e.3 
cgp, E ^yP. 
Hence there exist vectors g,, such that go, = gA,/Qi, where 
gA,(e) = 0, e E Ai - Qi, 
and 
g,, + gP, E %,P,) i=1,2 n. v..., 
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Thus there exists g’E (^v, + YAIP, f * * * + VAnpn)X S such that g’/Q = g and 
g’(e)=O, eES-Q.HencegE*YXQ. n 
The next result is the dual of Theorem 3.3 and is proved by working with 
V”* using Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.2. We omit the proof. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let { VP, FA,P,, . . . , Y&, } be an n-decomposition of V 
onS. LetQcS. LetQi=QnAi, i=1,2 ,..., n. Define 9$,=VAP.(QiU 
Pi), i=1,2 ,..., n. Then { VP, ^trQIP,, . . . , VQnpn } is an ndecompokkon of 
V-Q. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let 9 = { ^v,, YAlp,, . . . , ^ trA,p,} be an n-decomposition 
of V.Let TSQcS.Then 
9.Q= (-y,,..., ~,p,.[(AinQ)UP,Iy...), 
gxQ.T= (VP,..., -va,,X[(AinQ)uP,].[(AinT)u~i],...]. 
We will refer to these decompositions respectively as the contraction of V 
to Q, the restriction of V to Q, and a minor of V on T. 
By the use of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 we obtain Theorem 3.5. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let 9 be an n-decomposition of V on S. Let T c Q c S. 
Then 9 x T. Q is an n-decomposition of Y x T. Q. 
All the usual results on minors of vector spaces will carry over to 
decompositions. They are listed in Theorem 3.6. The routine proof is omitted. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let 9 be an n-decomposition of -Y on S. Let T c Q c S. 
Then: 
(a) BxQ.T=~.[S-(Q-T)]xT. 
(b) (.9*)* = 9. 
(c) (9 x T)* = B*.T 
(d) (9-T)* = 9*x T. 
Finally we note that decompositions can be further decomposed. 
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THEOREM 3.7. Let { VP, VA,p,, . . . ,9’&, } be an n-decomposition of Y. 
Let {~~,~~,Q,‘..“~~,,,O,,,} be an mdecomposition of VA,p,, where UQi is 
disjoint from UP,. Then, 
We omit the routine proof. 
4. MINIMAL DECOMPOSITION 
DEFINITION 4.1. An n-decomposition {VP, VAlp,, . . . , VAnp,} of Y is 
said to be minimal iff whenever 
is an n-decomposition of V”, 1 P ( < 1 P’l. 
From the definition of minimal decomposition and Theorem 3.2, the 
following result is immediate. 
THEOREM 4.1. 9 is a minimal n-decomposition of V” iff 9* is a 
minimal n-decomposition of Y*. 
In this section we give an algorithm to build an n-decomposition of V 
with respect to a given partition { Ai }i= 1,2,, ,, , n of S. We begin with a 
preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let {^trp,Y&,,..., VAnp,} be an n-decomposition of V. 
Then 
IP,I > r(Y-.A,) - r(Y x Ai), i=1,2 ,..., 12. 
Proof. Consider V&,,. Since 
and 
yA,p, X Ai G Y X Ai, 
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we have T(V~ P I ;Ai)- r(%‘&, X A,)> r(VeAi)- r(V X Ai). Now by P6 it 
follows that 
It is clear that if we can make 
IPI= 2 @=Ai)- i r(lV-xAi), 
i=l i=l 
the n-decomposition has to be minimal. We will show that this is indeed 
possible. 
ALGORITHM 4.1 (Algorithm for the construction of a minimal ndecom- 
position). 
(a) To build the spaces VA,p,. Let 
‘i= {ei,,...,Q,}, i=1,2 n, ,‘..> 
where k i = r( $‘-.A i) - r( Y x A i). Choose a set of k i linearly independent 
vectors on Pi, say {pi,, . . . ,p& }. Let 
~(7” x Ai) = mi, i=1,2 n. ,.**, 
Let (gll,..., gfi,, } be a basis for Y x Ai. Let this be extended to a basis of 
V.Ai by adjoining the set of vectors hi,, . . . ,h’k,. On Ai U Pi, define 
Define 
4ij = plj +hlj, - j = 1,2 ,..., k. I. 
~A,P, ~span{ {glj}‘J{qil}, j=l,2 ,..., mi, r=1,2 ,..., ki}. 
(b) To build the space VP. 
the vectors on S such that 
Let gij (j=l,2 ,..., mi, i=1,2 ,..., n) be 
gij/‘Ai = glj 
gij/Aj = 0, j fi. 
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We build a basis of Y by starting with the set 
{gijl* j = 1,2 ,..., m, and i = 1,2 ,..., n, 
and adjoining to it the set of linearly independent vectors 
{fr > ’ r=1,2 k, ,..., 
where 
k=+“)- 2 r(YxAJ. 
i=l 
Now 
&/A, E Y-A,. 
So for some suitable choice of coefficients b, we have 
k 
f,/Ai = c bfjhij + : &!jg:j. 
j=l j=l 
On P define vectors p,, r = 1,2,. . . , k, as follows: 
k, 
p,/Pi = 1 b:jPjj, i=1,2 ,..., n. 
j=l 
The vectors p,, r = 1,2,. . . , k, are linearly independent, since { f r } U {g i j } 
form a basis for Y and pij are linearly independent. Define 
-yP=span{p,} r=1,2 ,..., n. 
Justification for the algorithm. We will show that (^yp + Cy=,YAz,)X S 
= Y. We use the same notation as in the algorithm. 
Let f E Y. Let 
f = i ; cijg:j+ i d,f,. 
i=l j=l r=l 
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Choose f, E Vp as follows: 
f,= t da 
r=l 
Consider the vector f/A, +fp/Pi. We see that 
m, 
f/A, +fp/Pi = C Cijg’ij + i d,f,/Ai + i d,p,/Pi 
j=l r=l r=l 
= ,$jg:j+ i 5 d,b,“jh;j 
r=l j-1 
+ i : d,/3;jg;j 
r=l j=l 
ki 
+ i C dt.b,“jpij 
r=l j=l 
, 
= 2 cijgij+ i ; d,fl,!jg’ij+ 5 ;: d,b;jqij. 
j=l r-1 j=l r=l j=l 
Hence 
f/A, +fp/Pi E %,P,$ i=1,2 n. ,..., 
Hence 
Next let 
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Then there exists a vector f, E V’p such that 
fp/Pi +f/Ai E vAip,> i = 1,2 ,...,12. 
Let 
f,= i da. 
r=l 
Then 
k 
k k 
= c c d,b,‘jp;j. 
r=l j=l 
Let 
fp/Pi +f/Ai = 1 cijg:j + c ‘y;qij. 
j=l j=l 
Since q i j on A i u Pi is the sum of the vectors hi j on A i and pi j on Pi, we 
can write 
f,/P,= ; ff;p;j. 
j=l 
But 
fp/Pi = 5 ; d,b;jp;j. 
r=l j=l 
SincepIi, i=1,2 ,..., ki, are linearly independent it follows that 
a; = ; d,bjj. 
r=l 
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rn, 
f/A, = c cijg;j + ;: i d,b,‘,hij. 
j=l j=l r=l 
so 
f = i T cijglj+ 5 d,f, 
i=i j=l *=l 
- i: i z d,fi;jg;j, 
i=l r=l j=l 
where 
k 
f,/Ai = c b;jh;j+ : ,8:,g;j. 
j=l j=l 
We know that g\ j E Y X A i and f r E V’-. Hence f E V”. 
5. DECOMPOSITIONS WITH ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let J? be a class of matroids representable over the 
field IF and closed under the operations of contraction and restriction. A 
decomposition { VP, VAlp,, . . . , VAnpn} (the spaces being over IF) is said to be 
of type J? iff M( -yP), M( ^t*,r,), i = I,2,. . . , n, are members of JX. In 
particular we say that the decomposition is graphic (cographic) if JZY is the 
class of graphic (cographic) matroids, i.e., the component spaces and the 
coupler are coboundary (cycle) spaces of graphs. 
It is of some interest to an electrical engineer to know, given a partition 
{ A i } i = 1,2,, _, n of the set of edges S of a graph G, whether there exists, with 
respect to this partition, an n-decomposition that is graphic as well as 
minimal. (The incidence matrix of a graph is convenient for algebraic 
manipulations.) The answer to this problem, in general, is not clear. However 
for the case of 2decompositions the answer is in the affirmative, as we shall 
show. Further, if we do not insist on the coupler being graphic, the desired 
decomposition always exists. 
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We build 9’&, as follows. To the graph G. A i add edges Pi = 
{eil,..., eik, } such that in the resulting graph GA,P,, 
(a) Pi contains no circuits; 
(b) Pi, together with a forest of G x Ai, forms a forest of GA,?,. 
VcOb(GA p ) can be taken as VA p. A suitable coupler can be found by using 
the algorithm in Section 4, resulthg in a minimal decomposition. But there is 
no guarantee that this coupler is the coboundary space of a graph. Usually 
IP 1 -=K 1 Ail. From a practical viewpoint one is satisfied with the coupler not 
being the coboundary space of a graph if Y’&, are coboundary spaces, since 
most of the computation is associated with V’&,. 
The problem with decompositions of type .4 appears quite similar. If 
M(V) E JX, for any partition of the underlying set into two subsets it is 
always possible to find a 2decomposition that is both minimal and of type A. 
For constructing a minimal n-decomposition of Y which has all the 
component spaces of class J we proceed as follows. First build a copy of Y, 
say Vi, on S” = A i u Al, where A\ is a set, of the same cardinality as S - A i, 
disjoint from S. Let Ri be a base of M(V”’ x A$), and let it be extended to a 
base Qi of M(V’.A:). Let Ti = Qi - Ri. 
Choose 
v- 
-%P, 
=Y”x(S’-Ri).(AiuTi). 
v- are clearly of class & and can be shown to satisfy conditions of 
ThAe&+em 3.1. Also 
(lJT,I= 5 [r(~f.A~)-r(YxA~)]. 
i=l 
Thus we have a minimal decomposition in which the component spaces are of 
class J??. 
DEFINITION 5.2. A decomposition (VP, VA,p,, . . . , VA,p,,) is said to be 
compatible iff 
Y-p-Pi = fA,p,.Pi. i=1,2 ,..., 12, 
VpXPi=VAp XP,, i=1,2 ,..., 72. I I 
The following lemma is obvious. 
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LEMMA 5.1. The dual of a compatible decomposition is compatible. 
The next few theorems describe a simple way of minimizing compatible 
decompositions. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let {VP, VA,p, ,.,, VAmp, } be a compatible decomposi- 
tion of V. For some j let g on Pi e&t such that 
gE^lrAjp,XPj and g(e)#O forsome eEPj. 
Let 
Tj= Pj- {e}, T,=P,, i# j, T=P- {e}. 
LQt %,T, 3 Y&,, x(A, U I;.), and kt 
VT=YrxT. 
Then { rT> v-,T,,-.> V”“,T, } is a compatible decomposition of v. 
Proof. It is obvious that 
We will now show the reverse inequality. 
Let f, exist such that 
f,EVp and f,/P,+f,,EQ (i=I,2 ,..., n), 
and fp(e) = k. Define 
k 
f’p=f,- - 
iii(e) g’ 
Then pp E VP and flp((e) = 0. Let & = flp/T. It is clear that f; E YT. Further, 
since g E VA p x Pi, we have 
f I 
f’,/T, + f,, E vA,p, X (Ai U I;.), i=1,2 ,,.., n. 
By Lemma 3.1, this implies the desired set inequality. 
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We now show that { Vr, V*,r,, . . . , Y&, } is a compatible decomposition. 
We have 
VA,r;Ti = V-,P, x(A, u Ti)Ti 
=VAp.PixTi I I 
= Vp.Pi x Ti by compatibility. 
For i # j, Pi = Ti; hence 
VP. Pi x Ti = Vp. Ti 
Observe that every vector of VP is obtained by adding a suitable multiple of 
g to vectors of VP X T. Now g E Yp X Pi. Hence 
Y$.T,=V’~XT-T, (i+j) 
= VT.Ti 
If i= j, 
“Yp.PixTi=VpxT-T, 
= VT. T, . 
Thus when i = j as well as when i Z j, 
$&;Ti = Y,.-Ti, 
~~,T,~Ti=Y”“,P,~(Ai~Ti)~Ti 
= VA p x T, I I 
= Y& x Pi x Ti 
= ^yp x Pi x Ti (by compatibility) 
= VP x T x T, 
= ^y; x Ti. 
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Thus the decomposition { Yr, ^tr*,r,, . . . , VAnTn } is compatible. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let { %‘& YA,r,, . . . ,9’&, } and { VP, Yr,p,, . . . , ^ tAnpn } 
be two n-decompositions of V. If T c Pi (i = 1,2,. . . , n), we say that the 
former is a coupler reduction of the latter decomposition. Further, if the latter 
is a compatible decomposition and the coupler reduction is through repeated 
application of the process described in Theorem 5.1, we call it a coupler bond 
reduction. 
When we obtain a coupler reduction of a given n-decomposition, we are 
clearly obtaining also the coupler reduction of the dual n-decomposition. 
Using Lemma 5.1, we therefore have 
THEOREM 5.2. Let 9, be a compatible n-decomposition of Y, and let 9 
be a coupler bond reduction of ~2~. Then 9* and 9: are compatible 
n-decompositions of V+, and 9* is a coupler reduction of 9;. 
DEFINITION 5.4. If 9* is a coupler bond reduction of 9:, we say that 9 
is a coupler circuit reduction of 9r. If the coupler reduction is through 
repeated application of either bond or circuit reduction, we refer to it as a 
coupler BC reduction. 
The advantage of using bond and circuit reduction is that if we start with 
a decomposition of type A, we end with a decomposition of the same type, 
as the following theorem asserts. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let 9 be a coupler BC reduction of C2Jl. Then 2 is of 
type .A if CSl is of type Al. ’ 
Proof. Observe that if { Vr, VA,r,, . . . , TAnTn} is a coupler circuit reduc- 
tion of {“v,, ^IrAlp,, . . . , Yip,}, then 
and VA,r, = VA p. (A i U Ti). The result now follows from P7, P8. , I 
The next theorem describes a number of useful properties of minimal 
decompositions. 
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THEOREM 5.4. Zf a decomposition (VP, TAIp,, . . . , VAnp,) is minimal, 
then 
(a) r(Y4,P,‘pi)= I’iL 
(b> r( vAip, X Pi) = 0, 
(C) fAip,*Ai = y-A,> 
(d) V&,xAi=VxAi, 
(e) ^yA,p,. Pi = Yp. Pi,l 
(f) V*,$, x Pi = VP x Pi,’ 
(g) Pi contains no circuits or bonds of M( %‘p) and M( 9’&,), i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
Proof. If the decomposition is minimal, then by Lemma 4.1 and Al- 
gorithm 4.1 
[PiI = r(Y.A,) - r(lv x Ai), i = 1,2 ,...,n. 
But by Theorem 3.1 
VA,P,.Ai 2 Y-A, and V&,, x Ai c V X Ai. 
Hence 
Hence we have 
By P6 we have 
Since the rank of a vector space cannot be greater than the cardinality of the 
underlying set, we have (a) and (b). 
Since 
Ipi1 = r(GiP,*Ai) - ‘( %,P, ’ Ai) 
= r( YeAi) - r( -Y x Ai), 
’ That is, the decomposition is compatible 
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by Theorem 3.1 we have 
9&;Ai = V-A, and VA,P, x Ai = Y x Ai. 
This proves (c) and (d). 
Since 
we have 
Suppose, for some j, g,, E (rAjPI. Pj - &*Pj). Then there exists gAj such 
that 
gA, +gPj E ^trAjf'; 
By (c) above, gA, E V-A j. Hence there exists g’p such that 
I 
gA, + 6, E GjPj and g’p, E Yp.Pi. 
so gkj + gpj. NOW 
Hence 
(gAj +&,) - (gAj +gP,) E ^t’A,P,’ 
(g’,, - PP,) E %,P, ’ ‘j* 
Hence T( VA ,p. 
* , 
X Pi) f 0, which is a contradiction. We conclude therefore that 
VA p.Pi = v-.P,, i=1,2 )...) n. . I 
The dual of a minimal decomposition is minimal. So we have 
i.e., 
(y4#,xPi)=YxPi, i=1,2 ,...) 12. 
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Thus the decomposition is compatible. This proves (e), (f). We also have 
(V*T,, x Pi) = V-* x Pi, i = 1,2 ,**., n, by using the dual decomposition. 
Since all the spaces VAxp, x Pi, VP x Pi, VATp, x Pi, and “yp* X Pi have 
rank zero, (g) follows from PlO. n 
THEOREM 5.5. Let (Y’& VA,p,, . . . , T!‘-~,~,,) be a decomposition of V. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) It is minimal. 
(b) r(V.Ai)- r(“Y X Ai)= IPil, i = 1,2 ,..., n. 
(c) It is compatible and has rw coupler BC reduction. 
(d) Pi contain rw circuits or bonds of 
Proof. (a) 3 (b): This follows from Theorem 5.4(a),(b),(c),(d). 
(b) * (a): By Lemma 4.1. 
(a) 3 (c): By Theorem 5.4(a),(b),(e),(f). 
(c) a (d): By the definition of compatibility, 
Y’&, x Pi = ^tTp x Pi and V&,-Pi = VP-Pi. 
Hence 
qp, x Pi = Y-z x Pi ) i=1,2 n. >***> 
By Theorem 5.4(b) we have 
‘( vA,p, “i) = O, 
and by using P4 on Theorem 5.4(a), we have 
This implies (d). 
(d) 3 (b): We have the spaces 
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all of rank zero. This implies that the dual spaces are all of rank IPil. Hence 
7y&.Pi = v&.P, = YP.Pi = “1Tp**P,. 
Hence 
r(Kl,Y,*Pi) - ‘( %,P, “i) = I’iI, i=1,2 n. ,***> 
By P6 this implies that 
By Theorem 3.1, VA p-Ai 2 +‘-*A, and Y, p X Ai c ^Y X A,. 
We will now shc& that the reverse inequ&y also holds, SO that (b) will 
follow. Let 
gA, E vAiPi-A j 
Then there exists gpj such that 
g,, + gPi E %,P; 
Since Vp.Pi = 9&;Pi, i = 1,2 ,..., n, we conclude that there exists g, E VP 
such that 
gP/‘j = gP, 
and there exist 
gA, y i# j, i=1,2 12, I...> 
such that 
gP/‘i +gA, E “yA,l’, 
Hence xy=‘=,g,,& E v. Thus gAi E v*Aj. So 
CAi 1 VA p..Aj, j = 1,2 >..-, n. I I 
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Working with the dual decomposition, we conclude 
Y-*.A, 2 Y+;Ai, j = 1,2 ,.*.> n. 
Hence 
YxAirYA, xAi, 
, I 
j = 1,2 ,...,Iz. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let V’- be a vector space on S. Let { Ai}i=1,2 ,,,,, n be a 
partition of S. Then, if there exists a compatible decomposition of V of type 
JZ with respect to { Ai}i=1,s,,,,,n> there exists a minimal decomposition of V 
of type JH with respect to { Aj}i=1,2 ,,,,, ,,. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.5 and repeated application of 
Theorem 5.1 and its dual. n 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let 9’” be a vector space on S. Let M(V) E 4. Let 
{A,, A,} be a partition of S. Then there exists a compatible 2decomposition 
of V of type JH with respect to {A,, Aa}. 
Proof. Build copies of Y on sets 
A,u A’,, A;u A; ,, A;uA,, 
where A’,, A;, S are pairwise disjoint, and 
IA2 = I4 and IAil = IAil. 
It is easy to see that (VA;*;, YA1A’2r Y’&;) is a compatible 2-decomposition of 
Y. The result now follows from Corollary 5.1. n 
6. ALGORITHMS FOR MINIMAL DECOMPOSITIONS 
ALGORITHM 6.1 (Minimal decomposition of type JZ, given a compatible 
decomposition of type A). Let 
( ~x4,P,....x4”p,) 
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be a compatible decomposition of type _&. For i = 1 2 > >..*, n, construct a base 
Ri for M(%‘&,, X Pi). Extend this to a base Qi for M(y&,,.Pi). 
Let (Qi - Ri) = I& Construct the spaces 
and denote them by V*,r, VT respectively. 
Then (vr,%,rll...,‘+&) is a minimal decomposition of type 4. 
Justification for Algorithm 6.1. Consider the vector spaces V&., VP. 
For each e E Ri there exists a g, E ^v, p x Pi ( = VP x Pi) such that &,)n 
R i = e. We can therefore repeat the process in Theorem 5.1 for each e E Ri 
and each g,. We will then be left with the following decomposition of V: 
Y&,x[A+(P~-R~)] ,... 
Now Ti is a base of V&,, X[A, U(P, - R,)].(P, - R,), i.e., (Pi - Ri)- Ti = Pi 
- Qi is a base of VAffcp. [Ai U(P, - Ri)]x(Pi - Ri). We can therefore work 
with the dual decomposition of V-* and repeat the above argument with 
Pi - R i in place of Pi and Pi - Qi in place of R i. The resulting decomposition 
of V”* is the dual of the desired decomposition. n 
ALGORITHM 6.2 [Minimal graphic 2-decomposition of VcOb(G)]. Let G 
be on S, and let S be partitioned into A,, A,. Let A;, A’, be sets disjoint 
from each other as well as S such that 
IAll = IA;L I4 = IA% 
and there exists a corresponding edge e’ in A;( A’,) for an edge e in A r( A a). 
Build three copies of G on A, U A’,, A; U A’,, and A, U A;. Call them 
respectively G;, G;s, G& Clearly (9&,(G;,), V&,(G;), Vmb(GL)) is a compat- 
ible graphic 2-decomposition of VcO,,( G). 
We now use Algorithm 6.1 and P13,P15 to obtain a minimal graphic 
2-decomposition of V&(G). Let R, be a forest of G; X A’,. Extend this to a 
forest Qr of G;.A)Z. Let Qr - R, = T,, P, = A:, and Pz = A;. Construct 
G;x[A,u(P,- R,)].A,uT,=G,. Similarly define R,,Q,,T, with respect 
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FIG. 2. 
to G; and construct 
and 
Then { +‘k,(Gd %,(GI)~ %dGd) is a minimal cographic %decomposi- 
tion of V&,(G). 
EXAMPLE 6.1. We will illustrate Algorithm 6.2 for the graph G of Figure 
2.LetA,={1,2,3,4},A,={5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12}.LetG~,G~,G~,becopies 
FIG. 3. 
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FIG. 4. 
FIG. 5. 
of G on A, U A’,, A, U A;, and A;U Ah. We can choose R, = 
{S’, 6’, 7’, 8’, 9’} as a forest of G X A’,, and Qi = {S’, 6’, 7’, 8’, 9, ll’} as a forest 
of G-A’,, R,= (1’) and Qs= {1’,3’}. The graphs G,,G,,,G, are as shown 
in Figures 3, 4, and 5. 
7. DECOMPOSITION OF BINARY MATROIDS 
Let {^L’p3&y..., V*,r, ) be an n-decomposition of V. It seems natural 
to examine whether we can uniquely reconstruct the matroid M(V) given 
the matroids M(Ve), . . . , M(^L/‘,p,), i = 1,2,. . . , n. If that were the case, we 
would be justified in considering the set { M( VP), M(VAAIpI), . . . , M(VAnpn) as 
a “decomposition” of M(Y). Unfortunately, this is not in general true, as the 
following example shows. 
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EXAMPLE 7.1. Consider the matrix R defined below: 
<I b c d e f g 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 
Let v2,v3 be the vector spaces over GF(2) and GF(3) on S = 
{ a, b, c, d, e, g, f } generated by R. Define 
M,= M(V2), M,= M(V3). 
Notice that {d, e, f } is independent in M, but not in M,. So M, # M,. 
Partition S into A,,A,, where A,= {a,b,d} and A,= {c,e, f,g}. Now 
consider the matrices R i,Rs, R, defined below: 
/ . 
. 
1. .J 
P q 
10, 1 R=; 1 ;a Ll f 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 10 1’ 0 0 1 1 1 g 1 1 
Let T&y ^ trAP2’ 7”Tp” be the vector spaces over GF(2) generated by R i, R 2, R p 
respectively, and let VAtpI, TAtp2, V; be the vector spaces over GF(3) 
generated by R i,R2,RP, respectively. It may be verified that ?lrj ( j = 2,3) 
has the decomposition { -yp’, TAj,p,, VAip2 } ( j = 1,2). Also it may be observed 
that the dependence structure of the columns of R p, R i, R 2 is the same over 
GF(2) as well as over GF(3). 
Let 
M(Vj)= M,, 
M( V&) = M', i = 1,2. 
We thus see that the set {M,, M’, M2} is associated with both the matroids 
M, and M,. In other words, it is not possible to reconstruct M(V), in 
general, knowing only the matroids associated with the component spaces and 
the coupler of its decomposition. 
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For binary matroids, i.e. matroids representable over GF(2), such a 
decomposition is possible. The vector representation of binary matroids over 
GF(2) is unique (Tutte [2]). Hence if we knew M( VP), . , . , M( ^ Y&,), we can 
reconstruct VP,. . . , YA p,. . . , and hence Y and M(V). We may therefore 
say that {M,, MA,P,, . .I ,‘MAnpn } is a decomposition of a binary matroid M iff 
M, M,, . . . , M,., p have the representations V, VP,. . . , VA p 
and {VP ,..., &‘,& ,,... } 
, ,,... over GF(2) 
is a decomposition of Y. In the case of graphs it is 
known that Y&,,(G) determines G within 2-isomorphism (Whitney [S]). 
Hence if V&,(G) has the graphic decomposition { Y’&. . . , V’&,, . . . } corre- 
sponding to the graphs {G,, . . . , GAgp,, . . . }, we can say that {G,, . . . , GA,p,, . . . }
is a decomposition of G. This is of particular relevance to Bdecompositions, 
since 9&,,(G) has minimal graphic 2-decompositions. 
8. AN APPLICATION 
The results reported in this paper were developed primarily for handling 
electrical network problems. There is a class of methods of analysis of “large” 
networks called diakoptics, where the large network is split into smaller 
networks. The smaller networks are solved, and their solutions are ap- 
propriately “coupled” to yield the solution of the original network. Unfor- 
tunately these methods appear to depend heavily on the type of electrical 
network [4]. In [5] an attempt was made to develop methods which are to a 
large extent independent of the type of the network. It turns out ultimately 
that the essential “topological” notion underlying all such methods is that of 
decomposition of a network into multiports. This leads to the theory pre- 
sented in this paper. We give below a simplified description of network 
analysis by decomposition into multiports. The simplification consists essen- 
tially in restricting ourselves to “steady state solutions.” Solutions which are 
of the most general kind are discussed in [5]. 
DEFINITION 8.1. A device characteristic D, on S is a collection of pairs 
of vectors (vs,is) on S over the field of complex numbers. 
DEFINITION 8.2. Let S be partitioned into A, B. Then the product of DA 
and D, is denoted DA X D, and defined by 
D,xD,= {(vs,is):vs=~A+~B,iS=iA+iB, 
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DEFINITION 8.3. An electrical network N is a pair (G, D,) where G is an 
oriented graph on S and D, is a device characteristic on S. 
DEFINITION 8.4. A solution of an electrical network (G, D,) is a pair 
(vs,is) such that vs is a coboundary of G, is is a cycle of G, and (vs,is) E D,. 
Suppose N is an electrical network (G, D,), S is partitioned into A,, A,, 
and D,=D,,xD,. We then have the following procedure of network 
analysis based on de:omposition: 
(1) Construct the (preferably minimal) decomposition {G,, GAIP,, GAzP,} 
of G. 
(2) Define networks NA p = (GA p, 
of all possible pairs of vectors on Pi.’ ’ 
DA, X Upa), where U,! is the collection 
(3) Find the collection of all solutions (~*,~,,i,~,,) of NAip,. Let 
(%.P, A,P, > is a solution of N,,,,) . 
(4) Construct the network Np = (Gp, Dp), where D, = D,, x Dp, (we 
have in effect projected N onto Np). 
(5) Suppose (v,,i,) is a solution of Np. Find v*,r,,i,,,, such that 
‘*,P, /‘i = vP/pi T 
iA,r,/Pi = ip/Pi. 
Then (Cv,x,/S,Ci,,,,/S) is a solution of N. 
Also every solution of N can be obtained by the above procedure. 
An electrical engineer would look upon this method of analysis as being 
composed of the following steps: 
(A) Analyse the “ multiport” NA,r, in terms of the “port variables” 
1 P, 3 VP, * Also obtain the “port characteristic D,,.” 
(B) Use the port characteristics D,, as device characteristics for Np. Solve 
Np. Obtain i,,v,. 
(C) Substitute these solutions in NAip, to obtain the complete solution 
of N. 
From a practical (computational) viewpoint the important step is to 
choose A,, A, and then GAIp,, GA p 1 2 in such a way that solution of NA,p,, NAzp, 
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is relatively easy. Usually this is done by exploiting the Bconnected compo- 
nent structure of a suitable minor of G, P on Ai. (The subnetworks are to be 
built on these Bconnected components.) NP is generally quite small, so its 
solution should not be computationally irksome. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have introduced the notion of decomposition of vector 
spaces and have carried out a fairly detailed study of its properties. This helps 
us understand better the idea of network decomposition into multiports. We 
have, among other things, given efficient algorithms for construction of 
minimal decompositions with some computationally desirable properties. We 
have also shown that for binary matroids (and therefore graphs) our decom- 
position is immediately applicable. 
The author wishes to thank Professor Rene Thorn, I.H.E.S, but for whose 
encouragement this paper would not have been written. He is grateful to the 
anonymous referee ,for suggested revisions and corrections, particularly in 
Algorithm 4.1. 
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